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NEW QUESTION: 1
In Microsoft 365 konfigurieren Sie eine DLP-Richtlinie (Data Loss Prevention) mit dem Namen
Policy1. Policy1 erkennt die Freigabe von US-amerikanischen Bankkontonummern in
E-Mail-Nachrichten und Anhängen.
Policy1 ist wie in der Ausstellung gezeigt konfiguriert. (Klicken Sie auf die Registerkarte
Ausstellung.)
Sie müssen sicherstellen, dass interne Benutzer Dokumente mit US-Bankkontonummern per
E-Mail an externe Benutzer senden können, die das E-Mail-Suffix contoso.com haben.
Was solltest du konfigurieren?
A. eine Ausnahme
B. eine Bedingung
C. eine Aktion
D. eine Gruppe
Answer: C
Explanation:
Erläuterung
Verweise:
https://docs.microsoft.com/de-de/office365/securitycompliance/data-loss-prevention-policies
#how-dlp-policiesw

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which factor is most important to Small-to-Medium-Business (SMB) customers when deciding
on a technology purchase?
A. High availability
B. Management
C. Expandability
D. Reliability
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two specific characteristics categorize traceroute in an IPv6 routing environment?
(Choose two.)
A. Traceroute is based on ICMPv6 Type 1 (Destination Unreachable) reply packets to determine
the network path.
B. Traceroute is based on ICMPv6 Type 3 (Time Exceeded) reply packets to determine the
network path.
C. Traceroute returns an error for a link-local IPv6 address.
D. Traceroute for IPv6 implements a backwards compatibility option to provide a detailed
report in environments running dual-stack.
E. Traceroute can show the path to reach any destination IPv6 address.
F. Traceroute is based on ICMPv6 Type 2 (Packet Too Big) reply packets to determine the
network path.
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
선행 작업이 완료 될 때까지 후행 활동을 시작할 수없는 논리적 인 관계는 다음과 같습니다.
A. 마침 - 마감 (FF).
B. SF (Start-to-finish).
C. 시작 - 시작 (SS).
D. 마침 - 시작 (FS).
Answer: D
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